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ABSTRACT

With this work we propose spatio-temporal sampling strategies for video using a lenslet array computational
imaging system and explore the opportunities and challenges in the design of compressive video sensors and
corresponding processing algorithms. The redundancies in video streams are exploited by (a) sampling the
sub-apertures of a multichannel (TOMBO) camera, and (b) by the computational reconstruction to achieve low
power and low complexity video sensors. A spatial and a spatio-temporal sampling strategy are considered,
taking into account the feasibility for implementation in the focal-plane readout hardware. The algorithms used
to reconstruct the video frames from measurements are also presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The redundancies in sound, image and video content, offer an opportunity for reducing the quantity of the data
required to represent that content without any perceivable reduction in the quality of the representation. A
single image is usually partitioned into sub-images that can be adequately represented sparsely in a compressive
basis like the Fourier, DCT, wavelets, etc. Thus only the sparse representation needs to be stored or transmitted.
Moreover, the sequence of successive frames in a video stream may contain redundant information from a common
background scene and/or objects that only change partially, if at all, and are simply translated or rotated. This
reduction of data volume is known as compression of image and video content. The Moving Picture Experts
Group (MPEG) family of encoding and decoding standards1 for the compression of sound, image and video
data has been used to efficiently utilize storage size and transmission bandwidth. These approaches apply these
compression algorithms after the video frames have been acquired and stored, in order to reduce the data load
for subsequent transmission and/or storage.

Compressive sensing allows the reconstruction of a compressible signal with a small number of linear projec-
tions. This concept has been used to develop a single-pixel camera for both still and video.2 Data compression
could also be obtained by using well known super-resolution reconstruction techniques to obtain high-resolution
images from a set of low-resolution images. The multichannel TOMBO camera3 is an example of a system where
a set of low-resolution images are obtained simultaneously and are used to reconstruct a single high-resolution
image. Considerable work has also been carried out in obtaining high resolution images from low resolution video
sequences.4–6 In general, these approaches use a sliding time window to accumulate low resolution video frames
in order to reconstruct high resolution image frames. This operation puts a heavy demand on computation as
well as memory requirements.

In most sensing and surveillance applications, there is little or no activity in the scene for a considerable
amount of time. Recognizing this redundancy, it would be highly inefficient to maintain a high data bandwidth.
If the surveillance system could make use of this knowledge and reduce the bandwidth accordingly, huge power
savings could be obtained. The opportunities and challenges in the design of compressive video sensors and
corresponding algorithms will be explored in this paper. The redundancies in video streams are exploited with
compressive sampling schemes to achieve low power and complexity video sensors.
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We explore these possibilities using multichannel (TOMBO) cameras that have been described in previous
work.7 At every time instant, the TOMBO camera generates a set of low resolution images, with a slightly
different perspective of the scene due to the shifts of the lenslets in each subaperture. Each lenslet implements
a unique sub-pixel shift in order to create a non-redundant view of the scene.

In the context of video, two schemes are explored- spatial compression (considering a small subset of subaper-
tures in each time instant) and a spatio-temporal compression (time aliasing with subaperture frames). These
strategies are described in detail below.

2. SPATIAL SAMPLING

With this scheme, only a subset of the available subapertures in every time instant is considered. The number
of subapertures selected at every time instant could be adaptively chosen based on user-defined metrics, for
example, amount of activity in the scene. The penalty with using fewer subaperture images is loss in the spatial
resolution in the reconstructed video frame. However the system could be set up in such a way that the data
rate could be low when there is little or no activity in the scene and could be progressively increased based on
the amount of activity or the level of detail to be resolved in the scene.

Using the notation in,7 the measurements obtained using this sampling strategy can be described by:

x
(t)
k = Hkf (t) + nk, k = 1, 2, . . . , P ; P ≤ 9

where Hk represents the transformation matrix from the scene f (t) to the measurement xt
k for the subaperture

k, nk is the noise present in subaperture and P is the number of subapertures that are considered in a particular
time instant. The objective is to be able to reconstruct the full high-resolution estimate of the scene at every
time instant.

As mentioned earlier, this compression scheme involves considering only a sub-set of the subaperture images in
every time instant. The requirement is to reconstruct a single high-resolution frame from the subaperture images
that are selected at every time instant. The reconstruction problem was approached with two algorithms- a linear
Least Gradient technique and an iterative Richardson-Lucy technique. Each of these techniques are described
below.

2.1 Least Gradient Reconstruction
The Least Gradient algorithm was used to reconstruct a single high-resolution frame from the nine low-resolution
images from the TOMBO system, as described in.7 The same technique was used in reconstruction of the video
sequence, by applying the algorithm to every frame in the video. The technique solves the image reconstruction
problem for the image that is varying the least in the gradient, given by:

f (t)
LG = argmin

f (t)
γ(f (t)) = ‖∇f (t)‖2

s.t.
Hf (t) = x(t)

(1)

where ∇ denotes the discrete gradient operator. The solution to 1 is obtained in two steps. First, a solution
to the linear equation Hf (t) = x(t) is obtained. The general solution to this under-determined linear equation
can then be described as f (t) = f (t)

p − Nc, where N spans the null space of H, and c is an arbitrary coefficient
vector. The problem Eq. 1 reduces to the unconstrained linear least squares problem

f (t)
LG = arg min

c
‖∇(Nc − f (t)

p )‖2.

Assuming that the ∇N is of full column rank, the solution to Eq. 1 can be expressed as follows:

f (t)
LG = f (t)

p − N(NT∇T∇N)−1(∇N)T∇f (t)
p , (2)

The modeling of the system matrix H ideally needs to factor the distortions and errors in the subaperture
images due to non-ideal optics and their alignment. With a non-exact system matrix, the algorithm would
provide a solution that does not represent the true nature of the problem.
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2.2 Richardson-Lucy Deconvolution

The Richardson-Lucy deconvolution algorithm (R-L)8, 9 uses the forward as well as the backward system model in
order to obtain estimates of the scene iteratively based on the measurements. If x(t) represents the measurement
at time instant t, f̂ (t)

k represents the current estimate, the next estimate f̂ (t)
k+1 is obtained by using the following

R-L deconvolution step:

f̂ (t)
k+1 = f̂ (t)

k � HT

(
x(t)

H(f̂ (t)
k )

)

where HT and H represent the backward and forward model of the system, respectively and the operator �
represents an element-wise multiplication. The backward model represents the process of obtaining a high reso-
lution estimate from the low resolution image which includes performing the image restoration (upsampling) as
well as the shift operation (corresponding to the subapertures chosen). The forward model represents the process
of generating a measurement from the current estimate of the scene. This involves shifting, downsampling and
blurring the scene estimate depending on the subapertures being considered. The sub-pixel shifts corresponding
to each subaperture were characterized during calibration experiments.

3. SPATIO-TEMPORAL SAMPLING

In this scheme, the availability of multiple subapertures in order to perform temporal aliasing at different time
instants is exploited. This can be implemented by changing the exposure time and the time of read-out corre-
sponding to the different subapertures uniquely. A particular sampling scheme that was considered is illustrated
for a four channel (2 x 2) TOMBO system in Fig. 1. As indicated in the figure, the modified sampling scheme
involves increasing the exposure time from each subaperture (by the same amount), but sampling each of them
at different time instants.

1 2

3 4
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Time

Video Frame 
Rate

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Timing diagram illustrating the spatio-temporal sampling simulation scheme using a TOMBO video camera.
The circles in (a) and their associated colors indicate different subapertures. In (b), the vertical lines indicate sampling
instants for conventional video and the colored blocks represent the sampling instants for the various subapertures with
the modified sampling scheme.

Four subapertures out of the available sixteen are considered for simplicity in order to demonstrate the
concept. At time instant t1, subaperture 1 is considered. A frame from this subaperture is captured after time
averaging four conventional video frames. This is equivalent to modifying the exposure time to be four times
the conventional frame rate. In a similar fashion, at time instant t2, the frame from subaperture 2 is captured,
and so on. In doing so, the image from subaperture 1 is obtained at time instant t4, the one from subaperture
2 at time instant t5 and so on. At time instant t7, the images from all four subapertures (which represent sums
over different time windows from different subapertures) are recorded. The objective now is to estimate the
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high-resolution frames for the seven time instants from the four low resolution time averaged sums. For the
subsequent time instants, the time window is shifted by one time frame (start from time instant t2 for the second
set of sums, and so on) and the process is repeated.

The system model corresponding to this sampling strategy can be described as:

S1q =
q−3∑

p=q−6

xp
1, S2q =

q−2∑
p=q−5

xp
2, S3q =

q−1∑
p=q−4

xp
3, S4q =

q∑
p=q−3

xp
4 (3)

where S1q, S2q, S3q and S4q represent the time averaged frames at time instant q ≥ 7 and x1, x2, x3 and x4

represent the four subapertures that are considered in each time frame.

The process of obtaining the time averaged measurements from a original high resolution video sequence F
involves operating on all three dimensions of a video sequence. This can be represented by:

S = T · H ·F (4)

where H represents the system matrix corresponding to the process of shifting and downsampling high resolution
frames to obtain TOMBO frames. These shift and downsampling operations are performed on first two dimen-
sions (rows and columns) of the video sequence to obtain the subaperture images. The operator T operates
on the time dimension to produce the time aliased measurements at any time instant. The system matrix H
could be very large depending on the size of the images. The problem could be made simpler if the operators in
H could be expressed separably as a Kronecker product of the operators on the rows and the operator on the
columns.

The reconstruction process involves solving for the high resolution image sequence given the measurements
S. The Least-Gradient algorithm was used to solve for the temporal as well as spatial dimensions. The four
sums are first solved along for the time dimension to obtain four blocks of data corresponding to each of the
subapertures. The algorithm is used again to solve for the spatial information to obtain the high resolution
video stream. It can be seen that the various sums are calculated on a time window that is shifted by one time
frame. The above equation would need to be solved along the time dimension only for the first set of frames.
Subsequent frames can be obtained by considering the fourth sum (S4) and subtracting out those frames that
have been estimated in previous time instants.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

4.1 Spatial

In the spatial sampling startegy, a TOMBO infrared multi-aperture camera with a 3-by-3 lenslet array was used.
The camera generates nine low resolution versions of the scene in a single frame. It employs a microbolometer
detector array with 25 µm pixel pitch and operates in the far infrared wavelength region (8-12µm).

The performance of the temporal sampling system was observed by considering one, four and all nine sub-
aperture infrared images at every time instant and comparing the quality of the reconstructions. The video from
the TOMBO camera was captured in its native form (full frames), the sampling strategy and the reconstruction
was implemented on each frame. The Least Gradient algorithm was applied to every subaperture and then
combined in order to obtain the overall scene estimate.

A reconstructed frame from the video sequence using the R-L deconvolution algorithm while considering
one, four and all nine subapertures are shown in Fig. 2(a), (b) and (c), respectively. The corresponding frame
obtained from the conventional camera is shown in (d).

The performance of the sampling strategy was also observed using an infrared bar target. Using an infrared
collimator and target projector, bar target at a certain temperature was projected. The camera was mounted
on a rotation stage at the aperture of the collimator and rotated at a certain fixed rate, capturing frames of
data as the camera rotates. The results of applying the sampling strategy using the Least Gradient and the
Richardson-Lucy reconstruction techniques are shown in Fig. 3. The corresponding plots across one row in the
images are shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 2. Details of the R-L reconstructed video frame when considering (a) one subaperture image, (b) four subaperture
images, (c) nine subaperture images for reconstruction and (d) the conventional camera image.

(b)(a)

(d)(c)

(b)(a)
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Figure 3. Comparison of corresponding frames from the Least Gradient video (left) and the R-L video (right) reconstruction
at a certain time instant using a bar target when considering (a) o ne subaperture image, (b) four subaperture images,
(c) nine subaperture images for reconstruction and (d) the conventional camera image.

4.2 Spatio-temporal

In the spatio-temporal sampling startegy, a visible band TOMBO camera was used. The detector is a Lumenera
CCD with 5.6µm pixels. A 4 x 4 micro-lens array was used to obtain the multiple low-resolution images in
every frame. The spatio-temporal sampling scheme was applied to video obtained from this visible band sixteen-
channel TOMBO camera. An unprocessed frame obtained by this camera and its reconstruction are shown in
Fig. 5. The reconstructed video sequence was compared with that obtained from the TOMBO camera with no
temporal aliasing. Only four subapertures out of the available sixteen were considered for simplicity. The four
temporally aliased frames at a certain time instant is shown in Fig. 6. From these sums, the estimates for the
original video sequence were obtained. Two frames from this reconstructed sequence are shown in (a) and (c).
The corresponding reconstructed frames from the camera without any aliasing are shown in (b) and (d).
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Figure 4. Plot across the cross-section of a row in the Least Gradient (left) and R-L (right) reconstructed bar-target image
when considering (a) one subaperture image, (b) four subaperture images, (c) nine subaperture images for reconstruction
and (d) the conventional camera image..

(a) (b)

Figure 5. (a) An image obtained from the visible 4 x 4 TOMBO camera. (b) Image reconstructed from the 16 low-resolution
images shown in (a)

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper described the use of multi-aperture cameras to demonstrate compressive measurements for video.
With these cameras, two types of compressive sampling schemes- spatial compression and spatio-temporal com-
pression were illustrated.

The results indicate that there is a clear improvement in the spatial resolution when more subapertures are
considered especially in the reduction of noise in the reconstructed image. For objects that are at close range to
the camera, data from few subapertures may be sufficient to be able to get a reasonable representation of the
scene. However, at much larger distances, the improvement in resolution by considering more (or all) subaperture
images could be critical to tasks such as object recognition or identification.

The spatio-temporal compressive sampling scheme uses temporal averaging in order to reduce the data
bandwidth from the focal plane. The motion blur that is associated with the increased exposure times have
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Figure 6. Four temporally aliased frames obtained from a certain time instant in the video by averaging four previous time
frames on the left, and two reconstructed frames from the spatial-temporal compressed video ((a) and (c)) in comparison
to frames (b) and (d) are from the TOMBO camera with no temporal aliasing (on the right).

been removed by using the reconstruction algorithm. The quality of the reconstructions depend on the quality
of the estimates of the first sequence of frames since subsequent frames are obtained from the previous estimates.
Any artifacts that appear while estimating the first set of frames would propagate through the video sequence.
Therefore, it may be necessary to use the algorithm periodically while acquiring the video in order to minimize
the errors. The amount of compression that can be achieved depends on the computational load that the system
can handle and the level of aliasing artifacts that can be tolerated with the increase in the number of time
averaged frames.

These schemes could also be used in combination in order to achieve further savings. The applications that
would most benefit from using these strategies are those in which cameras would need to be powered for extended
periods of time, with little or no activity in the scene, especially in video-based surveillance systems. With more
intelligence added to the focal plane readout hardware, these strategies will be very practical and will result in
more efficient and low-power video sensors.
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